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Hassle-Free Travel experiences,  

including meet and greets at the airport, 

transportation within the trip, luggage  

services, spectacular dining and truly  

unique hotels that bring you closer to the 

destinations you visit, and concierge  

services to help you plan your free time.  

With practically all of the details taken  

care of, you won’t have to worry  

about a thing! 

Active Experiences that everyone in the  

family will enjoy! Junior Adventurers can  

experience an art detective game in the  

Louvre Museum or stomp grapes while  

adults get a “taste” of winemaking history,  

or as a family, how about a leisurely  

bike ride amongst breathtaking scenery!

Two Adventure Guides + Local Experts, 
some of the greatest storytellers in the world. 

No matter where you go or what you do, our 

Adventure Guides are there to share their 

knowledge, insights and passion for the places 

we visit. Plus, you will also interact with local 

expert guides along the way too! 

VIP Treatment & Admissions including 

private events and privately guided tours, 

backstage access, entertainment and special 

performances, bypass the lines at popular 

museums and attractions, and all admission 

fees are included to national and regional parks 

as applicable. 

Magical Moments and Experiences 
That Only Disney Could Create! Take an 

adventure off the beaten path to places you 

wouldn’t find on your own while we introduce 

you to the locals where you will experience 

such things as: 

•   Living just like the kings and queens of yore 

with a stay in Dromoland Castle.

•   Trying your hand at the age-old Greek 

tradition of cheese making with a local shepherd.

•   Learning Tai Chi from a local master with the 

gum drop mountains as a backdrop! 

•   Private dining among priceless works  

of art inside the famed Louvre Museum.

On an Adventures by Disney® trip you’re a traveler and an adventurer, not a tourist. You and your family become active  
participants in incredible stories, experiences and cultures through immersive activities only Disney can bring you. 

Adventures by Disney trips include…

To book  
or learn more,  

see your  
travel agent! 



TRAVELING ON YOUR OWN

Time Consuming & Stressful
  Countless hours of planning and 
painstakingly researching  
every activity.
  Time spent determining 
transportation between events 
and dining options.
  Encountering language barriers.
  Worrying about where to go and 
what to do next. 
  Struggling with luggage.

Just the Basics
  Uncertainty when reserving  
travel components in advance 
without first-hand knowledge  
of the quality. 
  Difficulty making sure both kids 
and adults are going to enjoy the 
accommodations/meals available. 
  Inconvenience of handling  
separate expenses for individual 
activities, as well as the upset of 
unexpected costs. 

Searching for Cultural 
Authenticity

  Questioning where to go to get 
the most authentic experiences. 
  Checking off the items from  
your “to see” list without learning 
the stories behind the places  
you visit. 
  Leaving without really getting to 
know the people and the culture.

Encountering “Tourist Traps”
  Doing the expected, the ordinary, 
the usual tourist experiences.
  Rushing about to each activity  
and then standing in lines  
with the crowds.
  Apprehension about scheduling 
activities and tours that may not 
deliver excellent service.

TRAVELING WITH DISNEY

Hassle-Free Travel
  Airport meet and greet  
upon arrival.
  Transfers provided to/from hotels.
  Transportation provided within a trip 
(i.e. internal flights and  
trains, etc.).
  Snacks and refreshments en route.
  Luggage services.
  Concierge to help plan free time. 

Hotel & Dining
  Outstanding and unique  
hotels that bring you closer  
to the destination.
  Meals featuring local cuisine and 
added entertainment.
  Adults enjoy a night out to 
experience wine tasting.
  Dinner or movie night for  
Junior Adventurers to enjoy.

Authentic Experiences
  Two Disney-trained Adventure 
Guides plus local experts bring  
the culture to life.
  Active experiences for everyone, 
including specially designed 
activities just for Junior Adventurers. 
  Special programs with the  
local community. 

VIP Treatment & Admissions
  Private events and privately  
guided tours. 
  Backstage access and bypassing 
lines at popular museums  
and attractions. 
  Special entertainment  
and performances.
  Special surprises and gifts 
throughout your trip!
  Tickets and admission to  
events and attractions such as 
National Parks. 
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